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 I did not find any documentation about it. The installer simply says that I have to do a reinstallation of windows x64. But I don't know how can I start the installer. I have not the disk with bootcamp or bootcamp setup. I can try booting the mac by pressing the buttons when the mac is on but it will be too slow to start the installer. I can't understand why the software is not installed by the installer in the
mac disk. Is the installer the only way to install the drivers? I think the problem is that the bootcamp has been made by apple itself and not bootcamp and setup. The installer does not know where the partition is. Is it the only way to install windows x64 in a iMac with hardware acceleration? do you know if the iMac has intel HD graphics or nvidia? Thanks. _________________________ "The best

lack all conviction, while the worst are full of passionate intensity." Are you trying to use an external drive to install Windows? If so, you need to format the drive to use it as a destination drive for your Windows installer. Otherwise Windows will be installed to the internal drive. There are two ways to do that. The first is to use the Disk Utility application in the OSX Software folder. You will need to
connect the drive to the Mac while it is running. The second is to insert the Windows DVD and boot from that. Once you get to the Windows installation screen, there is a section that allows you to choose an installation location. Choose the drive you want to install Windows on. If you get an error, please include that error message as well as what software you used to create the error. I do not

understand what you mean by "partition". You only have one partition. You'll need to decide where to install Windows and tell the installer where that is. Do you have another computer to test this with? The bootcamp software is only available for windows 7. The first is to use the Disk Utility application in the OSX Software folder. You will need to 82157476af
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